Powered by the advances in microelectronics technologies, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) provide a vast variety of services ranging from surveillance to delivery in both military and civilian domains. It is clear that a successful operation in those services relies heavily on wireless communication technologies. Even though wireless communication techniques could be considered to reach a certain level of maturity, wireless communication links including UAVs should be regarded in a different way due to the peculiar characteristics of UAVs such as agility in 3D spatial domain and versatility in modes of operation. Such mobility characteristics in a vast variety of environmental diversity render links including UAVs different from those in traditional, terrestrial mobility scenarios. Furthermore, UAVs are critical design parameters for the network operators in order to provide basic voice and sms services for narrow band communication in the case of the disaster areas where the locations of base stations (BSs)/access points (APs) do not follow a deterministic structure and modeling the performance of the network precisely becomes a challenging task. Therefore, in this study, details of both measurement campaign and its results for a large-scale statistical narrow band propagation characterization of UAVs links at 446 MHz are reported. Results show that UAV to ground base station wireless propagation channel modeling must consider the altitude along with the environment of the UAV due to the fact that path loss exponent decreases as the UAV moves up.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ubiquitous access has become an essential part of modern daily life. Services, applications, devices, and even products are equipped with wireless communication interfaces in such a way that diverse fields and domains are connected anywhere, anytime. In parallel with the escalating demand for high data rates, ubiquitous connectivity with mobility support becomes an indispensable design requirement for both contemporary and emerging wireless technologies. It is expected that these wireless technologies should support crystal clear audio for voice, high-definition video downstreaming, very-low latency and 4K online gaming, low-power consumption transmission, and so on. Obviously, such an aggressive set of requirements comes at the expense of several conflicting list of parameters. Furthermore, realization of these requirements necessitate utilization of crucial resources such as bandwidth and power.
The conventional strategy to tackle the aforementioned utilization problem is reusing of resources as frequent as possible. Cell splitting, antenna sectoring, and small cell concepts are prominent examples to increase capacity via effective use of available bandwidth, reduce transmit power and impact of interference. There are products in the market regarding small cell (microcell, picocell, femtocell in the sense of metro femtocells, public access femtocells, enterprise femtocells and class 3 level femtocells, etc.) solutions which mainly rely on fixed deployment. However, with the emergence of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), a paradigm shift has been experienced in wireless communication communities in many aspects. Considering its agility in 3D spatial domain and versatility in modes of operation, UAVs bring about almost a completely novel perspective in contemporary wireless mobile radio communication systems. Ranging from emergency communications to routing and relaying, UAVs are considered to be promising solution candidates in various wireless communication scenarios. In addition, the emerging concept of internet of things (IoT) mandates extending the wireless radio coverage to diverse (and relatively harsh propagation) environments. In the presence of such a vast variety of propagation environments, a successful wireless communication link depends on transceivers which rely on extended measurements and corresponding designs [1] .
In the literature, there has been a significant attention in UAVs and measurement campaigns including several modes and scenarios. Considering the transmission modes akin to terrestrial ones, air-to-ground and air-to-air are the two prominent classes [2] . Among these two, air-to-air class needs further investigation due to the aforementioned reasons relevant to UAVs modes of operations [3, 4] . On the other hand, air-to-ground could be considered to be a transition class since it contains both terrestrial elements and UAVs simultaneously. Air-to-ground class consists of line-of-sight (LOS), nonline-of-sight (NLOS), and obstructed line-of-sight (OLOS) [5] . Of course, a comprehensive air-to-ground model requires the probabilistic transitional states for LOS, NLOS, and OLOS cases to be defined as well [6] [7] [8] . It is obvious that further analysis is required to have an extended model which takes into account shadowing as an additional parameter [9] [10] [11] . For a very detailed collection of studies present in the literature could be found in [12] . Beside statistical models which depend heavily on theoretical derivations [13] , there are exact [14] and numerical approaches in determining the propagation characteristics as well. Especially ray tracing method that runs in downtown scenarios with the extension of building heights is employed very frequently [4, 15] .
In the mission critical scenarios, where the utilization of UAV base stations (BSs)/access points (APs) such as disaster/public safety regions, rural areas and downtown areas where the total failure of communication infrastructure would lead to catastrophic events in terms of wireless communication, finding a rapid and cost-effective recovery solution that utilizes narrow band voice channels will be an important task. Therefore, refarming the spectrum and assigning the UHF (421-512 MHz) bands for first responders is a crucial task [16] [17] [18] .
Despite all of the measurement campaigns, results, and theoretical analyses present in the literature which are mostly focused on 800-850 MHz, 960-977 MHz and 5030-5091 MHz for the UAV communication, a generic and comprehensive propagation model for emergency case communications is still required due to the environmental differences along with the peculiar characteristics of the UAVs and transmission frequencies of UHF bands should be considered. Therefore, in this study, a single frequency path loss measurement campaign at 446 MHz is proposed for a hilly terrain suburban environment in the presence of both foliage located near by an inner sea by using narrow band signal generator (NBSG). Considering the fact that such topographical layouts are difficult to reach and collect measurement data, this study provides results for a different suburban geography which implies further extension toward a more comprehensive airto-ground propagation link. The organization of the paper is as follows: General characteristics of air-to-ground path loss link is presented in Section II. In Section III, the details of the experimental setup, equipment, and data collection stages are outlined. Results and relevant discussions are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in the last section.
II. GENERAL LARGE SCALE CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR-TO-GROUND LINK FOR UAV
In a general air-to-ground wireless communication link scenario, it is frequently reported in the literature that the propagation mechanism at large scale is governed by the following statistical path loss equation:
where d is the transmitter-receiver separation, η is the path loss coefficient which depends on the environment, and d 0 is the reference distance for path loss measurements along with P L 0 being the free-space offset or intercept. A further improvement is possible by incorporating the LOS into the model as
where µ LOS includes all of the large-scale characteristic losses for LOS. Another interesting phenomenon manifests itself in 3D scenario is the radio horizon which could be approximated by:
where h UAV and h ground are the heights of both UAVs and ground stations, respectively. Note that D max denotes the radio horizon where optical link is still considered to be maintained.
III. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN

A. Measurement Campaign and Measurement Setup
The measurements are taken in the test field which is shown in Fig. 1(a) of The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) in Gebze. A narrow band signal generator is used to transmit a single tone in 446 MHz center frequency on the UAV side. DJI Wind 4 is flied up to obtain measurement and it is used as a air station since its payload capability and durability in extreme conditions. It is shown in Fig. 1(b) .
On the other hand, R&S FSW Signal and Spectrum Analyzer in Fig. 1(c) , is used as a ground station to receive the transmitting signals. It works in frequency range from 2 Hz to 26.5 GHz and offers up to 500 MHz analysis bandwidth for measuring wideband-modulated or frequencyagile signals. Signals are sampled by 1 MHz and they are recorded with 1 sn duration. Furthermore, a Bowtie antenna which frequency range from 400 MHz to 1000 MHz is used for ground station to receive narrow band signals. The antenna has omnidirectional radiation pattern and it has 0.9 dBi antenna gain at 400 MHz. After the calculation of received powers of each point, then path loss model are extracted as it will be explained in Section IV. 
B. Measurement Methodology
All the field measurements are conducted in 446 MHz frequency band by using narrow band signal generator attached to a commercial UAV and all the signals are captured by the ground station. The measurements are collected from 60m to 80m heights with step size 10m vertically. Also at the each of altitude, UAV move between 50m to 200m horizontally. Collected signals are fed into a computer that runs MATLAB 2015b. Raw time data which is given in in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) format are passed through a lower tap FIR filter to maximize power of narrow band signal and to get rid of spurious signals from collected signal. In addition to this, center frequency offset is calculated and shifted for signal of each point. Also, another FIR filter with high tap is used for removing noise arising from harmonics. Furthermore, offset in time domain, is calculated and eliminated from the processed signal. Then, the signal is down sampled to avoid complexity of calculation and average power with dB scale is calculated for each data set. Aforementioned methods and measurement campaign workflow is shown Fig. 2 .
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The details of the measurement campaign and the post processing of the I/Q data are already given in Section III. In this study, measurement campaign focuses in the following aspect on how the narrow band signal received power is related to the transmitter-receiver separation by considering both horizontal and vertical distance. To observe this simultaneously, Fig. 3 is plotted. As seen in the figure, the received power decreases with the transmitter-receiver separation, as expected. Based on the measurement data when the leastsquares estimation is applied, the following path loss models are obtained:
where d is the transmitter-receiver separation and a stands for altitude of UAV.
For the sake of brevity, the path loss coefficients for specific frequency and altitudes are listed in Table I . Overall mean path loss exponent is found to be η = 2.176, 1.244, 1.473 for the altitudes of 60m, 70m, and 80m, respectively. Another important observation, which is also in conformity with the results presented in the literature in different frequency [19] , is that as the UAV moves up in the horizontal direction, the path loss exponent, η, values decrease in general. This can be explained as the Tx-Rx communication link will be less sensitive to horizontal distance at high altitude and the channel condition is better in higher altitudes. Furthermore, the UAV at high altitude is most likely be affected less in terms of received power change due to the fact that it flies in the direction of the non-dominant radiation pattern of the BS antenna. Thus, not only environment but also height dependent channel propagation parameters are needed for describing the propagation channel for UAV to ground station communication links. Values for the D max in (3) are also given in Table I for each altitude.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this work, the results of a measurement campaign for air to ground channels of UAV at 446 MHz are presented due to the fact that refarming of UHF band will enable new opportunities for emergency case situations. Based on the measurement data, it is shown that altitude along with the environment is an important factor that needs to be considered. Due to the increase in the elevation, the channel condition gets better and path loss exponent tends to decrease in general. Thus, results indicate that the height is an important factor. In the future, we will extend our results to multiple frequency ranges by also incorporating environment affect. 
